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Introduction: Campo del Cielo (CdC) is a 4000-year-old [1, 2] strewn field in the south of the Chaco province,
Argentina, which was caused by an impact of IA iron octahedrite [3]. This strewn field has an extremely elongated
pattern extending over an area of ~14 km (downrange) by ~3.5 km (lateral). Another interesting characteristic of
CdC is that a lot of depressions found within the strewn field are not impact craters but penetration funnels [4] in
which  intact  meteorites  could  be  found  including  30-ton-weight  fragments. This  study  presents  an  attempt  to
reconstruct the Campo del Cielo impact event, i.e., to estimate the minimal pre-atmospheric mass and velocity of the
meteoroid,  its  fragmentation  during  the  atmospheric  entry, and  to  compare  the  resulting  strewn field  with  the
observed one. 

Methods:  The  process  of  meteoroids  entering  atmosphere  can  be  described  with  an  ordinary  differential
equation system, which combines drag, gravity and ablation with some kinematic equations [5]. In addition, most
meteoroids fragment along their trajectory due to dynamic (ram) pressure caused by the atmosphere. To get good
approximate solutions, with inexpensive computational power, we use semi-analytical approaches, like the Pancake
and Separate Fragment Model in combination with statistics, such as the Size-Frequency-Distribution of fragments,
to describe the fragmentation process. We use parameters typical for irons; the single difference is a low ablation
coefficient of 0.01 s2/km2 typical for large irons (>200 tons [6]). To simulate funnel formation, we use the iSALE-2D
shock physics code [7] with initial conditions consistent with the atmospheric entry model. 

Results:  Description below represents just one possible scenario with a single fragmentation at an alti tude of
~20 km whereas plenty of other solutions are possible.

Funnel formation: Preliminary analysis of impact experiments and numerical models [8] show that in the CdC
case  (iron  projectile  and  loess  as  a  target)  funnel  formation  and  projectile  survivability  is  possible  at  impact
velocities below 1 km/s. The iSALE models confirm this estimate: the 1 km/s is probably the upper limit of impact
velocity allowing survivability of high strength iron meteoroids impacting into loess.  Such low impact velocity
requires a specific entry scenario with an extremely shallow entry angle [9].

Atmospheric  entry  model: To fulfill  the  condition of  the  low-velocity  landing of  largest  (~30 tons)  funnel-
forming fragments, we vary an speed, angle, and fragment mass at an altitude of disruption (~20 km). Our results
show that a fragment with mass of 90-100 tons and velocity of 16 km/s reaches the surface with velocity below 1
km/s if the entry angle is in the range of 7-16 to horizon. Several runs for variated speed of meteoroid at disruption
in the range of 12-20 km/s show a possible angle range up to 18.5 and a mass range of 60-150 tons for the largest
funnel-forming fragments  (~30 tons at impact). To reach a match between calculated and observed expand of the
strewn field (~14.03 km between impact craters and the most distant small meteorite found in situ), the trajectory
angle at the point of disruption should be at least 13° (at a speed of 20 km/s) or up to 15° for a lower speed of 12
km/s. We also estimated the mass and velocity of the four crater-forming fragments using  π-scaling-laws. Their
summed mass near the surface is at least 3028 tons (at a speed of 18 km/s) and up to 3692 tons (at a speed of 14
km/s). Their corresponding mass at the disruption point is 5348 and 6779 tons, respectively. 

Conclusions and Discussion: This scenario suggests that the Campo del Cielo strewn field was formed after an
atmospheric entry of a minimal ~9000 tons in mass iron meteoroid (~13 m in diameter) at a shallow entry angle of
~16° and a speed of 14-18 km/s. Crater-forming fragments impacted the surface with a velocity of 4-6.5 km/s at an
angle of ~14°; funnel-forming fragments (5-31 tons) and smaller meteorites (3-5 tons) landed with velocities < 1
km/s at various angles up to 45°.  We successfully reproduced the length of the CdC strewn field, but its lateral
extension is substantially smaller than the observed one. Dependence of funnel’s length on fragment mass (and
hence, its velocity) requires additional runs.
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